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Fibonacci

F

ibi is short for Fibonacci, the Italian mathematician who
lived a hundred years before Dante and who gave Europe
the Fibonacci sequence, in which every number after the first
two is the sum of the two preceding ones: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13,
21, 34, 55, and on and on and on. My brain is math deficient.
But even I can understand how this sequence extends ad infinitum. But this isn’t an essay about math or about math theorems, it’s about Fibi, a six-pound mutt named for Fibonacci by
my mathematician brother-in-law when the dirty, matted, and
hungry dog showed up on their doorstep. Fibi, pronounced
Phoebe, is a feminine-sounding name for a male dog. My sister,
her mathematician husband, and their five young kids took
Fibi in until, after a weekend visit to my parents, they decided
to gift Fibi to my mom and dad.
Fibi had a profound underbite and a flat nose. He was
small, but the pitch of his incessant bark made me think of
how Prometheus must have felt, chained to the rock of a cold
mountainside where every day an eagle would grasp his golden
shoulders in its talons and tear out his liver with its beak, only
to have the wound crust over and heal during the night so the
savage punishment could be repeated in the morning. Fibi’s bark
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was that bad, and perpetual, like the math sequence from which
his name derived. The pitch was so high, so sharp, that it fell
upon the eardrums as if each bark added to the bark that came
before it, increasing the amplitude of the sound wave in perpetuity. He barked every time a door in the house opened; he
barked continuously for five minutes whenever a guest arrived;
he barked through the window at passing cars, dogs, pedestrians.
On summer evenings on the porch he barked at everything that
moved—that steep, jarring, nerve-numbing bark.
The Fibonacci sequence is ubiquitous in the natural world.
Flowers, artichokes, pinecones, pineapples, and the spiral shell
of snails are all manifestations of the sequence. Seeds in certain
flora, the number of petals on most flowers, and the way leaves
are arranged around their stems are dependent on the Fibonacci
sequence for their order. For instance, sunflower seeds are exactly and densely arranged on the flower’s head without being
overcrowded and without leaving any extra space around the
edges because their growth follows the Fibonacci spiral. Leaves
around a plant’s stem and flower petals are arranged to maximize the efficiency of light during the growth process. Because
of this, rose petals follow the mathematical sequence by filling
the spaces of a previous set of petals with new petals. This prevents the established petals from stealing light from the newer
petals. The Fibonacci sequence is written into the DNA of
plants, trees, and flowers to ensure their growth potential and
their potential for offspring. The pattern is essential to their
life cycle—it is sequential, systematic, and reliable. In its reliability and design there is comfort and assurance. But the same
reliable, sequential pattern is also full of wonder.
Even Fibi’s exponentially painful bark had an element of
wonder in it. How could such a tiny, innocuous-looking creature produce such an irksome and vexatious sound? It defied
reason. Fibi was an Olympic barker. But Fibi didn’t just bark,
he also liked to pee.
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Of course, all male dogs lift their legs to claim their territory. But Fibi did it in the house; not openly, just on the sly.
And not so much to dominate the 4,000 square feet of living
space as to avoid going out into the tall, chilly grass that grew
nearly as high as his shoulder. And that was in the summer. In
the winter when the snow towered above him it became nearly
impossible to convince him to do his duty outside unless it was
during one of his many short walks with my dad. On weekends
when my sisters and I cleaned our parents’ house we discovered the corners of Turkish rugs soaked in urine, the woven
fringe of the rocker loveseat damp, and the white bedroom carpets stained with spots. One by one we cleared the rugs out,
barred the bedrooms with baby gates, and Mom started wrapping a feminine napkin around Fibi every night to stop the surreptitious flow.
And Fibi would bite. Not randomly. He reserved his fangs
for those who might pat Dad on his shoulder or reach too eagerly to shake Dad’s hand. If anyone moved too quickly to show
affection to Dad, Fibi would attack. Mom would warn the
grandkids when they visited to avoid hugging Grandpa. And, although Fibi only weighed six pounds, he would lunge in fury at
any dog that came near Dad, no matter their size or ferocity.
And Fibi chased cars. But chased isn’t really accurate. Fibi
would assault, combat, assail, strike, blitz, rush, molest, and
even besiege cars. On two occasions the cars clipped him and
he retreated, limping. On other occasions, I received phone
calls or texts (I live in the house next door to my parents) that
Fibi was in the road, blocking a neighbor’s car, and they didn’t
dare move for fear of flattening him.
• • •

Dr. Irvin D. Yalom is a psychiatrist who writes about death
anxiety in his book Staring at the Sun: Overcoming the Terror
Fibonacci
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of Death. The title of his book comes from a one-sentence
maxim by Francois de La Rochefoucauld, “Le soleil ni la mort
ne se peuvent regarder en face,” or “You cannot stare straight
into the face of the sun, or death” (qtd. in Yalom 275). The
premise of Yalom’s book is that many emotional and psychiatric
ills that individuals suffer from—such as depression, anxiety,
hypochondria, and many others—are manifestations of death
anxiety, or the inability to confront one’s own mortality. He recounts stories of his patients along with stories from literature to
illustrate the need for an “awakening experience” (31) that will
enable individuals to live more mindful lives through an acceptance of their deaths. He claims that many people use the pursuit
of wealth, status, trivial appearances, and even extreme religiosity to shield themselves from the reality that death awaits us all;
and until we confront death, especially our own death, we will
not be able to live full lives, and, conversely, the “more unlived”
one’s life, the greater one’s death anxiety (49). By living in what
Heidegger termed the ontological mode of living, or focusing on
the “miracle of ‘being’ itself” and by marveling “that things are,
that [we] are” (33), then we will be able to deal with our “fundamental human responsibility to construct an authentic life of
engagement, connectivity, meaning, and self-fulfillment” (34).
But constructing an authentic life requires thinking both about
being, and about not being, or about dying.
I think about death—obsessively. But not always about my
own death. At the age of eight, I envisioned the death of my
best friend, Bradley, and how I might stand at his gravestone,
lost and desolate. By age ten, I cried myself to sleep countless
nights over the possibility that my older brother might be murdered while living in Paris. By twelve, my primary obsession
concerned the Holocaust and imagining European Jews first
being stripped of their family heirlooms, then of their clothes
and dignity, and finally of their lives. At fifteen, I elaborately
created worlds in my mind in which I did not exist—sometimes
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because I hadn’t been born and other times because I died an
early death. At eighteen, death seemed imminent for my parents and I rehearsed eulogies for both in my head. At twentytwo, I fretted every morning and evening about my husband’s
hour-long freeway commute, imagining in close-up, gritty detail the possible variations of his demise. As a mother, the
world became ever more sinister with every story I heard of
children dying: accidentally backed over by a grandpa in their
own driveway, playing hide-and-seek in the trunk of a car
where they suffocated, drowning in a water-filled posthole in
their backyard, aspirating on a popcorn kernel, playing with a
loaded gun, falling out of a dad’s backpack over the edge of a
cliff, drowning during bath time, being burned to death by hot
oil, etc., etc., etc.
It isn’t that I am incapacitated by fear, however. Sometimes
my obsession with death is intense and frightening (usually in
the early hours of the morning when I can’t sleep), but mostly
my obsession is an acknowledgment of the ephemeral quality of
joy and intimacy and happiness. I believe that if I mark the gifts
I have to lose then I will appreciate them more fully. I continually calculate the way death defines my life. When my husband
lowers his head in a stifled laugh while we share a meal in a
greasy Hawaiian restaurant, the pleasure in it makes me think of
how I will miss the sly wrinkle around his eyes when he is gone.
Or when four of my siblings and I sit in a street café with truffle
fries and roasted Brussels sprouts, I tally the deficiency when we
will be only two. And when Venus brightens a February sundown, it chills me to think that I have only so many more
February Venuses upon which to gaze. As Dr. Yalom says, “a
confrontation with death arouses anxiety but also has the potential of vastly enriching life” (75). So I stare at the sun.
But maybe I stare so intently into the burning orb just to
defy what lurks there—as if looking away or shading my eyes
might give death just enough time to do its work.
Fibonacci
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• • •

Fibi was unfazed by the prospect of death by a 4,000-pound
speeding hunk of steel. Naturally, Fibi’s obsession with biting
cars necessitated keeping him indoors, in the backyard, or tied
to the porch. Which sounds simple enough. But Dad has dementia. And people with dementia forget. They forget to close
the gate and forget to close the door and forget that the dog
can’t be out without his leash. And they lose the ability to reason and to recognize that if the leash can retract it can also extend all the way into the road from the sidewalk. And they
can’t focus long enough to find the leash and attach it to the
dog before opening the door to take the garbage out or to rake
the leaves.
Fibi barked, peed, bit, chased, and attacked. But he also
adored Dad. The epitome of a Velcro-dog, he attached himself
to his master with ferocious affection and loyalty. Fibi followed
Dad from kitchen to bathroom to TV room. He curled on his
lap for hours while watching the news. He sat on his haunches
at Dad’s feet to listen with his head cocked when Dad spoke
on the phone or stood in the front hallway to say goodbye to
visitors. During their morning, afternoon, and evening walk
around the church by their home, Fibi would prance with
bowlegged majesty ahead of Dad like the keeper of all his security. When Mom and Dad arrived home after a trip to the doctor or to church, Fibi would leap again and again at the front
door in frantic ecstasy at their return. Dad would laugh and
say, “Look at that. He is some dog. Did you miss me? Did you
miss me? He is quite the dog. Ha, ha! He is more fun. Look at
that. He is quite the dog.”
Fibi became a link for Dad to the real world. On their walks
around the church, Dad would visit with neighbors or lift his
cane to wave at passing cars. When Dad forgot the name of a
decades-old friend, he would look down at Fibi and say, “What a
fun dog,” to deflect his confusion. Every visit I made to their
6
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house, sometimes several a day, Dad would say, “He sure is a
good dog. He has been more fun—haven’t you buddy?” Fibi
kept my dad busy, active, and engaged in ways that I knew he
needed. And so I prayed, every night, that Fibi would outlive
my dad.
“Please, please, God in heaven. My dad has given you
everything. He has devoted his life to teaching about you.
Please, let Fibi live.” When a vision of Fibi’s death would flash
across my mind, I shuddered but cast it off. The thought felt like
the blade of a cheese grater on my fingers when, in my hurry to
finish dinner, my hand would slip.
“Please. Please. Just give him this.”
Dad was a professor of religion at the university for thirty
years. He suffered the politics of academia and the misery of a
miniscule salary to teach what he felt most passionately—that
God loves His children. He taught over 63,000 students and
holds the record at the university for the largest number of students to register for a class. It seemed reasonable to ask God
for this last gift to preserve Dad’s happiness after his years of
sacrifice.
Does self-sacrifice, the kind my dad engaged in, the kind
that seems to grow exponentially with the years as more children, more students, more obligations, and more duties proceed
like Fibonacci’s sequence so that each subsequent sacrifice is the
sum of the previous two, does that kind of self-sacrifice merit a
blessing specific to my dad’s unique need, even if that specific
blessing would seem to defy the causal laws of the universe? And
does asking special, specific gifts of God amount to a negotiation? If I enumerate Dad’s piety and his particular devotion to
provide evidence to persuade Him, is it because I imagine God is
some kind of mob boss who extorts our obedience by withholding what we pray for? If I try to leverage my dad’s worthiness
against the emotional anguish of him losing his dog, and against
my own suffering if I must witness that loss, am I just exposing
Fibonacci
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my own lack of trust and faith? And what does God care, really,
if my dad must turn a little piece of earth to bury his six-pound
mutt when he himself may not live another year or two?
• • •

Three of my sisters and I were in Washington, DC, for a
weekend trip last October. We admired art, rode bikes, lounged
near the monuments, and ate at one delectable restaurant after
another. One evening we drove to Bethesda in hopes of seeing
an independent film showing there. A text came from my husband, “Fibi got hit by a car.” I thought he must be joking. My
husband likes to joke about inappropriate things. I called him.
He wasn’t joking. Fibi was dead. My mom had called my husband in a panic and he hurried next door. Fibi lay on my parents’ rocker with just a little blood coming from his mouth. My
husband stroked him and cried.
Dogs die. We have so many family stories about dogs dying
that it seems we would have grown calloused to the loss and
that when it came time for another pet in the long line of family canines to pass out of this world that the sting would lose
some of its bite. Taffy, the dog of my early childhood, drowned
when she tried to jump over the rushing canyon creek one
spring morning on a hike with my dad. Phaedrus, the first dog
I bought when I turned eighteen, had hip dysplasia and had to
be carried to the vet to be put to sleep. Conrad and Moby, the
dogs of the early years of our marriage, lived twelve and eleven
years respectively and died within two months of each other.
Rusty, my parents’ Cocker Spaniel, went blind from swelling in
his eyes and had to be put out of his misery. But Fibi’s death
felt weightier, more ominous, more portentous than the deaths
of all our previous pets.
Although my flight from DC got in late, I went straight to
my parents’ when I got home. When I opened the front door
8
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the absence of Fibi’s shrill bark felt like a presence. Mom and
Dad were in the TV room. The palpable grief in the house was
not grief over a dead family pet. It was bigger, more metaphorical, more metaphysical—more sinister in its meaning.
Here were my mother and father, both in their eighties,
near the end of their lives. Yes, life had been grand and
sparkling and immense. They had twelve children and sixty
grandchildren. They were educated and cultured and they had
traveled the world. They were generous, self-sacrificing, compassionate, and faithful in their beliefs. For decades their lives had
spiraled outward in beautiful circular arcs like the Fibonacci spiral, making connections with people, enriching relationships,
expanding knowledge and wisdom as they traveled and read
and taught, but now life and pleasure were spinning in a backward spiral that closed in on itself—the things they loved were
spiraling away from them: their health, their memory, their
brothers, their sisters, and their friends. Dad could no longer
read his beloved books because he couldn’t follow the thread
of meaning in a narrative. Mom couldn’t leave the house without arranging for someone to watch Dad. She couldn’t share
with him what troubled her or made her afraid because he
couldn’t understand. And so, they found a loyal animal that
would comfort them and assuage the loneliness of age and distract them from all that life was continually pilfering from
them. And now life stole Fibi.
• • •

In T. S. Eliot’s poem “Journey of the Magi,” one of the
wise men who traveled to see the baby Jesus describes his journey in ambiguous and even troubled terms. He uses seedy images in a skeptical tone that ends in near despair. The last
stanza reads,

Fibonacci
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All this was a long time ago, I remember,
And I would do it again, but set down
This set down
This: were we led all that way for
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly
We had evidence and no doubt. I had seen
birth and death,
But had thought they were different; this Birth
was
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our
death.
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms,
But no longer at ease here, in this old dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death. (100)
He would do it again, he claims, but do not mistake that measured confirmation as overcoming the doubt emphasized in the
repetition of the word “This,” doubt about the purpose of the
journey and which ultimately questions the meaning behind the
redemption he found. I suppose I have believed that when I
come to the end of the journey I will look back and say I would
do it again, but I have only ever thought that in the safety of my
relative youth. When everything I have loved is spiraling away
from me, when loved ones die, when my body deteriorates,
when my mind slips into disarray, will I not reject the notion
that suffering begets wisdom and that bitterness engenders
sweetness? Will I look at the sequence of life and see deliberate
method and order, or random and even hostile madness?
• • •

Fibi died while I vacationed. My husband, as he so often
does, came to the rescue to mourn with my parents, to dig a
10
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grave in their yard, and to wrap Fibi in a blanket before placing him in the ground. The day after Fibi died, my husband set
the table with our nice dishes, barbecued steak, cooked potatoes, and baked rolls, and made a fruit and green salad for
Mom and Dad. He texted a picture of my kids and parents
around the table, every inch covered with platters and bowls
of food. Mom and Dad had their heads down but the grief was
visible on their faces, their hands. When I spoke on the phone
to Mom she sobbed, “Oh Tamara, oh Tamara, it just hurts so
much. It’s seems silly, but it hurts so much.”
Dad couldn’t remember the details of Fibi’s death. He tried
to remember what kind of car hit him. At first he said it was a
truck, but then he said it was a white car. The night of Fibi’s
death, and in the days following, Dad kept asking for Fibi and
so my mom would remind him of the accident, and then Dad
would cry again. Although we hoped that the loss of shortterm memory could help shield Dad from the pain of loss, it
made it more acute; every time he asked where the dog was he
had to relive Fibi’s death.
And so, within forty-eight hours of Fibi’s death, Mom enlisted me and my daughter to find Dad a new dog. Late one
evening we drove thirty minutes to an apartment where a corpulent, bearded man sold us Buddy (for an inflated price because my mother was so desperate to fill the hole in my dad’s
heart that we didn’t negotiate), a young dog weighing just a few
pounds more than Fibi and with hair just as soft. They kept the
name Buddy just until it was clear that Dad could not call him
by anything other than Fibi. Buddy soon became Fibi II.
Fibi II had been neglected by his former owner. When we
got him home and into the light, we discovered that the fur of
his legs and underbelly had not been cleaned or trimmed; it
was matted and full of urine and filth. He didn’t immediately
bond with Dad—he had obviously been afraid of his former
owner—and so he was timid and nervous and unsure about
Fibonacci
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how much affection he could show to, or claim from, his new
master. But in time, Fibi II became just as integral to my dad’s
security as Fibi I had been.
Now when I go to visit, Dad says, “He is sure a good dog.
He has been such a delight. Aren’t you Fibi? You are more
fun.” And Fibi II looks up at him with the same admiration
and with the same frenetic movement of his tail as Fibi I had.
And Fibi II doesn’t bite or chase cars. He will escape through
the front door if given half a chance, but, so far, he has always
come back. And when he pees, he pees outdoors.
• • •

Dr. Yalom says, “The way to value life, the way to feel compassion for others, the way to love anything with greatest depth
is to be aware that these experiences are destined to be lost”
(147). My dad may not be capable of grasping that his love for
Fibi II is enhanced by its transitory nature, but he knows how to
value this finite creature and to love it in the moments they
have together. My dad, several months after Fibi I’s death, has
completely conflated the two dogs—he seems to have forgotten
that terrible day when Fibi I chased the fateful car. Fibi I has become Fibi II just as one becomes two in Fibonacci’s sequence.
I haven’t forgotten how I felt when I watched my parents
in their grief—how it seemed that God’s total disregard for my
desperate prayer felt like a betrayal. But as Nietzsche says in
the Will to Power,
If we affirm one single moment, we thus affirm
not only ourselves but all existence. For nothing is self-sufficient, neither in ourselves nor
in things; and if our soul has trembled with
happiness and sounded like a harp string just
once, all eternity was needed to produce this
12
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one event—and in this single moment of affirmation all eternity was called good, redeemed,
justified, and affirmed. (532–33)
My father’s affection for Fibi II provides the affirmation he
needs to save him from the hard and bitter agony of Fibi I’s
death. Perhaps the movement of time is spiraling outward in a
shapely, deliberate arc and the magi’s witness of that one stupendous birth sounds like the trembling harp string in our
souls and the moments of affirmation are enough.
• • •

When I visit my parents, Fibi II bounds toward me, electric
tail wagging, and my dad chuckles and says, “He is some dog, we
sure have enjoyed him. He has such a fun personality.” And
when we have dinner together, my dad feeds Fibi II against my
mother’s wishes and when she scolds him he says, “Well, Diane,
he deserves a little pleasure, too.” Together, Fibi II and my dad
walk around the church, say hello to neighbors, and return
home to watch the news on the couch. Like the pattern for
leaves, petals, and pinecones, the pattern of their lives is predictable—it is sequential, systematic, and reliable and in its reliability and design there is comfort and assurance.
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